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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Dear Woodies,
The direction of our Guild, in the last two months and for the ensuing year, is
the safety, well-being and promotion of fellowship for all members of the club.
One of the main objectives of the Guild, as its constitution states, is ‘to provide
the opportunity to maintain and improve the well-being, both physical and
mental, of all members of the Guild by participation in woodcraft, community
and Guild activities.’
Modern woodworking machines, such as table saws and lathes, as well as
twenty-first century workplace health and safety regulations, require up-todate education and training for members. To this end, the focus is to ensure
that members gain appropriate training to move the club forward.
Last week shed captains were re-trained in the safe and eﬀective use of the
table saws. This re-training program is now to be extended to all members
currently accredited on the table saw.
The table saw is perhaps the most used and useful piece of equipment in a
woodworking workshop. Unless used in a safe manner, however, the saw can
be a danger to the operator and other club members.
The completion date for the training program for all club members is set at
December 31st. On completion of the course, members will be presented with
a new colour-coded badge and from January 1st, members will not be able to
use the table saw without this most recent accreditation. A notice that provides
an opportunity for members to book an accreditation oﬃcer for members’
training will be on the noticeboard.
Eventually, similar programs for other machines that are considered to require
training updates will be instituted. These accreditation programs are essential
for a recordable, workable and safe club environment.
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Safe work practices and the provision of safe and clean areas to all attending
members is paramount. The Guild’s Shed Operating, Safety Rules and Code of
Conduct states, ‘ Any work area occupied is to be cleaned immediately work is
completed, machines reset to nominal settings and tools returned to their
correct locations.’
Our safety oﬃcers have been examining the shed and machinery use to
determine possible safety improvements and are requesting any further
suggestions.
Worthwhile woodcraft activities and tuition are ongoing. Members participating
in the box and tote making courses have attained welcomed skills and valuable
keepsakes. Huge thanks are due to Phil Lane, his helpers and to Keith
Muirhead. The donation of a set of hand chisels by members of the box making
course was much appreciated.
Dave Edmond is starting his hand tool course on Saturday 20 October, running
for three weeks, so be sure to put your name down soon if spaces are still
available. If not, make your intentions known to Dave, so he can plan future
courses.
The dedication of members working on Club projects on behalf of the club is
much appreciated. John Muller has been very busy on a commission since
returning from his holiday. With his helpers, John has produced a magnificent
silky oak coﬃn. With Hamish, Catriona and Keiran, I attended the ceremony for
the presentation of help aids to the rehabilitation ward of the Selangor Hospital.
The staﬀ were most appreciative of Hamish’s helpful devices.
Improvements to the shed and outdoor area are ongoing. New lights have been
fitted in the shed, while outside the soil has been levelled and road base laid.
New timber racks have been constructed and are in place for the freshly milled
timber. Work has also been carried out in the car parking area.
Planning for the Santa Shop is well under way and the planning crew have come
up with some new ideas to provide a fresh face to the event. It would be great if
as many members as possible could put their name on the roster on the notice
board to help make it a success. The Christmas breakup is another planning
project on the agenda.
Disturbingly, a break in occurred during the month. The oﬃce door sustained
minor damage, some mess was created in other areas and our new defibrillator
was stolen. A special thanks to the Queensland Police Service for their prompt
and serious response.
Our insurance company covered the replacement cost of the defibrillator and
new oﬃce door locks. The defibrillator has since turned up, having been found
damaged in bushes near the toilet block.
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A close examination of the insurance policy because of the break-in has
emphasised the importance of clean and safe conditions, not only for members’
benefit, but also for any other valid and successful insurance claims.
A big thank you to those hard-working members who stepped up to carry out
repairs and clean up after the break in.
Best wishes to those members suﬀering ill health at this time. We hope you’re
back producing more sawdust in the near future.
Rob Otto President

Maintenance Report

by Terry O’Connor

1. Ted Martin has done a great job in rebuilding the drive wheels on the Holland
Wood Milling machine. There was an urgent need to repair the retaining bolts that
hold the drive wheels onto the big band saw. Ted removed the heavy wheels and the
drive shafts, extracted the studs that had broken oﬀ in the shafts, and machined a
completely new system to secure the drive shafts onto the drive wheels. A very
professional job; thank you again Ted.
2. Following the break and enter where the intruders stole our brand new defibrillator,
Glen Cameron was able to build a brand new front door for the oﬃce building,
complete with new dead locks. Dave Banister and Kevin Devlin then spent a full day
painting the new door to complete the job; well done guys.
3.Micheal Brosnan has been able to vastly improved the security of the oﬃce
cupboards by relocating the safe into a better position and installing new dead locks
on the doors , which should help to deter any intruders in the future.
4. Micheal has been busy leading a team of members in constructing six new steel
timber drying racks to stack freshly milled boards on, thus allowing them to air dry
for 12 weeks prior to being finished oﬀ in the Drying Kiln. He picked up the steel from
Landsborough, provided the battery powered steel band saw, spent 4 hours cutting
up the steel, then welded all the frames together using his own equipment. What a
great eﬀort. Thank you Micheal.
5. The loft area is now clear of rubbish, and reserved as storage for the Toy Boys &
Girls’ finished toys. Material donated by Brian in his house clean-up has been put to
good use as shelving for the toys.
6. To improve the safety of the Hammer Table Saw, an extra feed-out extension has
been fitted. For a similar reason, an extension has been installed on the Woodman
Table saw as well. The additional support these feed-out extensions will provide is
intended to allow members to balance cut boards up to 1800mm without the need
for other club members to "Tail-out" for them.
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7. Problems are re-occurring with the use of the Drum Sander, as well as the other
linishers, where members are sanding joined boards that have large amounts of
glue on them. This results in the sand paper being ruined by the glue, and a lot of
extra expense incurred. Once the job has been glued together it will need to be
sanded using the orbital sanding machines and NOT the drum sanders or the
linishing machines.

Tips and Tricks

by Warne Wilson
Make your own sanding blocks! To get an
ideal flat surface on furniture or other woodwork where finish is going to be important, the
sanding block has been the favourite choice of
woodworkers for centuries.
Cut several blocks 60mm X 120mm from
19mm scrap wood for each sandpaper grit
you use. Get a can of spray adhesive and
spray a square of cork tile and each block.
Stick the blocks to the cork and when dry, cut
the cork flush with each block. Then spray adhesive on a sheet of sandpaper and stick it to
the blocks cork side down as shown. Cut the
sandpaper flush with the cork, and label each
block.
The cork layer will help to eliminate the worn
and filled pressure spots which develop when
sandpaper is wrapped around a plain wood
block. The sandpaper will perform better and
last longer; it can be torn oﬀ and replaced as
necessary.

Safety Notes

by Warne Wilson and Trevor Jorgensen

The phenomenon of something called "deflagration".
“Bang” then “boom”!!
In the woodworking activity of our club, wood dust not only poses problems to member’s health, but also represents an explosion risk, which can
have devastating results. It is important for our club and others like it, to
understand these risks and put in place measures to protect their workers.
Wood dust consists of tiny particles of wood produced during the processing and
handling of wood, chipboard, and/or hardboard. Exposure is high in many clubs, including activities such as sawing, routing and turning; sanding, by machine and
by hand; and using compressed air lines to blow dust oﬀ projects and other articles before spraying are the most likely to produce high dust levels.
Wood dust in the workplace has several hazards associated with it. Exposure to excessive amounts is considered to have an irritant eﬀect on eyes, nose and throat in
addition to pulmonary function impairment and is considered a human carcinogen,
with hardwood dust causing cancers, particularly of the nose. Other health eﬀects include dermatitis and/or respiratory eﬀects, such as asthma. Carpenters and joiners
are 4 times more likely to get asthma compared with the general working population.
In addition, when a worker becomes sensitised to wood dust, he or she can suﬀer an
allergic reaction after repeated exposures. Wood dust on the floor can cause tripping
or slipping. Vision can be impaired by airborne chips and dust generated during wood
processing.
Well we all know that stuﬀ but did you know that wood dust, in the right concentrations can be explosive? Each year some premises and plant are severely damaged or destroyed by wood dust fires and explosions. Wood dust is considered to be
explosive if ignition of part of a cloud of wood dust results in the propagation of flame
through the rest of the cloud. The vigour of flame propagation will vary from dust to
dust and not all flammable dusts are equally explosive. The burning of an unconfined
wood dust cloud produces a flash fire. If the wood dust is contained within a full or
partial enclosure, the pressure build up can produce a destructive explosion. Its
severity will depend on the type and concentration of the dust, the size of the source
of ignition and the strength of the enclosure. Generally, the larger the volume of the
exploding dust cloud, the more widespread its eﬀects will be.
It is important to ensure that wood dust does not escape from collection systems and
be allowed to accumulate within workrooms. If dust does accumulate, any primary
explosion that occurs in a collection unit may stir up dust deposits that may have
accumulated on walls, floors and ledges, the top of ductwork, rafters, and window
and door skirting which in turn can ignite causing a secondary explosion (bang then
boom).

Burning particles from the primary explosion can ignite the dust cloud which results
from it, leading to a secondary explosion that is usually more destructive than the
first.
Good housekeeping extends to periodic hand cleaning of the entire facility, as
some dust will escape from even the best exhaust system and will eventually accumulate on rafters and other out-of-the-way spots. Also, it is extremely important
to inspect and clean your exhaust ventilation system on a regular basis to maintain
maximum eﬃciency.
It’s also a good idea to:
▪ Ensure the proper use and storage of flammable materials, such as paints,
finishes, adhesives, and solvents.
▪

Segregate tasks particularly prone to fire and explosion hazards, such as
spray painting, welding, and use of powder-actuated nail guns.

▪

Train members to recognise, avoid, and correct potentially hazardous conditions and behaviours. Train members especially new ones, so that they are
acquainted with the special equipment and aspects of building design related
to dealing with fires and explosions.

▪

Control ignition sources. This involves using electrical systems rated for the
projected use and protected by appropriate circuit breakers, grounding all
equipment prone to accumulating static electrical charges, grounding entire
buildings against the possibility of lightning strikes, and controlling and banning smoking in and around the workplace.

▪

Never permit blow-down of accumulated dust with compressed air. Blowing dust with compressed air will create the very type of dust cloud that
presents the greatest explosion hazard.

▪

Provide continuous local exhaust ventilation on all woodworking machines.
The local exhaust systems must have a suitable collector.

▪

Provide dust masks

Now I bet you think that this is a load of old cods. Well have a look at the You
Tube video on this business of deflagration and then come and see the safety
blokes who wrote this bit of old cods. Go to Google, type in “Wood Dust Explosion YouTube” Have a squiz. You’ll be surprised.
So, try to avoid sweeping up. Use a vacuum and suck it up. Don’t use compressed air to blow it away, as you might be lighting the fuse to “blow it up”.

So “Suck it up” takes on a new meaning.
THE GOOD NEWS IS that explosions due to deflagration are apparently
pretty rare according to a spokesman from Qld Fire and Rescue. But this
statement has to be balanced by the following statement from the same
bloke “Look, the QFS are called out to a fire that has already started and
sometimes we don’t know what the hell started it. We just put it out.”
And the BAD NEWS IS, some of these fires can be caused by dust explosions. The root cause is generally poor housekeeping coupled with the
lack of knowledge of what deflagration is all about.
Could it happen in our workshop? Look up to the rafters and then to any
sources of electrical ignition. And then any dust in electrical cabinets.
Then make a judgment based on your knowledge now.

Club Events Calendar

from Rick Vickers

The Major events on the horizon are :
Saturday first December and Sunday second December - Santa Shop
Saturday fifteenth December - Guild Christmas lunch at the new shed
We all know how Christmas sneaks up on us each year, and this year is no diﬀerent.
It is FIVE weeks to Santa Shop, so make sure you have your pieces finished.
Dave Edmond is running a course, where will teach you to love hand tools, over
three weeks, being Saturday 20 October; 27 October and 3 November. If you are
interested, please register at the shed.

Around the Shed
The last few years have been extremely busy for the Guild, what with building
sheds, purchasing and commissioning new equipment, and filling the area
adjacent to the timber drying racks.
Now most of those projects are finalised, and the number and magnitude of new
projects has reduced, it is time to do some house-keeping, and a huge thank-you
to John and Lorraine Muller for the massive amount of work they have done. Over
recent years there has been lot of discussion about accreditation for machinery,
whether there is a need for refresher courses, particularly as new and diﬀerent
equipment has been introduced to the Guild, and stream lining the process for
new members to achieve the accreditation they need to do the work desired at the
club, with safety. A lot of time and eﬀort is going in to that at present, and changes
will be evident in the coming months.
It may be that some members only want to use a scroll saw, or a lathe, and
therefore the current system where they are required to have accreditation on six
machines may not suit.
We want new members to feel welcome, and able to progress at their own pace.
We are providing a Beginners Course to Woodworking, which covers how a tree
grows and is sawn, how to select a suitable piece of timber for your project, and
by reference to the seven saw types in the shed, the jointers and thicknesses, how
to prepare a straight piece of stock. The first course attracted interest from those
members who nominated, but also from longer term members who were able to
pick up a few pointers from the side lines. New courses will now be oﬀered in the
near future so watch the notice board at the shed.
One thing the new Management Committee wants to achieve is clarity concerning
the rules and procedures at the shed. All documentation is being reviewed, and in
the very near future you will receive the Guild Shed Operating Safety Rules and
Code of Conduct and you will be asked to sign and return the document to the
Guild. If you have any questions, please see one of the Management Committee.

So that our records are complete, in the unlikely event of an incident involving a
member, we are asking all members to provide details of their next of kin to notify
in case of an emergency, and contact details. If the next of kin have a home
phone / mobile / work phone, please provide all numbers.
*********************************************************************************************************
For some years, the Guild has provided a service to members wishing to buy from
Carbatec by taking orders, and then John Muller would drive to Brisbane and
collect the order, after which the Guild issue invoices to pay for the goods as the
invoice was made to the Guild to obtain the 10% discount on orders over $500. As
that process was time consuming for the Treasurer and costly for the Guild, the
service will no longer be available.
The good news is that Carbatec now oﬀers the 10% discount direct to members,
on all sales, and oﬀers free freight on orders over $100. If you are not registered
with Carbatec, it may be worth your while if you will be buying from time to time, as
your details will be recorded, and you will receive their emails advising of sales,
events etc.
You can buy by telephoning the Brisbane Branch on 3390 5888; by emailing
orders@carbatec.com.au; through the website carbatec.com.au; or by visiting
the store at : 128 Ingleston Road, WAKERLEY Q 4154.

An ashes urn completed by an Agnes
Water turner with camphor laurel
purchased from the Guild.
Editor’s Note : Given the story
following, no, there is not a theme
developing here !

In late August, just as we were preparing head oﬀ to North Queensland on a trip
down memory lane, I was approached by Greg Newton of Balmoral Ridge, long
time resident of the Range, to request the BRWG make a coﬃn. Some older
members may be able to tell me if this Club has ever been asked to do a project
like this? I don't recall such a request.
Now some members might say this is a commercial job which should be left to the
professional undertakers on the Coast and the Guild would be best well away from
such an undertaking. When I heard the circumstances around the request, I
believed this potential community project ticked the Guild's criteria boxes.
Let me explain.
Joyce Newton OAM had been diagnosed with a terminal illness and Greg, her
husband has been a full time carer for a long time. Joyce has been a mover and
shaker in the Range community for all their married life and was responsible for
some incredible achievements for the Range community, for which she was given
the honour of the OAM. In their planning for the eventual outcome of her disease,
they had decided to have a simple home based funeral and Greg & Joyce
investigated the options of buying a coﬃn and carrying out the funeral themselves.
Now there appeared to be several hurdles to get over, as the Council required lots
of paperwork etc as one would imagine in this day and age.
One aspect of their planning was the purchase of a coﬃn which represented a flow
of funds leaving the community because most of our funeral parlours are overseas
owned. Being very determined and very community minded, Joyce wanted the
funds spent on her funeral to stay in our community. Hence the request to the
BRWG to build a coﬃn. Greg did insist that in reality, all a coﬃn really is, is a box.
The project was approved by the Management Committee in August and a crew
was assembled to do it. Tony Gallwey, Julie Breen and Trish Beets and I were to
be involved. On my return from holidays the crew had selected and machined the
wood for the project, however on 12th October Joyce passed away and the
manufacture became urgent. All hands to wheel and by Sunday 14th, the project
was complete.
A few asides to this project. All coﬃns have to be lined with a waterproof
membrane and of course coﬃn handles are not a common Bunnings or Mitre 10
stock item. John Brown of Maleny Mitre 10, on hearing the items we needed for
the coﬃn were for Joyce Newton's coﬃn, immediately gave them to me at no
charge, highlighting the respect in the community for a great lady.

What to do about the handles? We constructed simple rope handles and the ever
ingenious Ted Martin came up with the splicing concept, guaranteed (in his words)
to never break. Thanks Ted.
The lining was designed by Lorraine who assisted to complete the interior. Thanks
Lorraine for your attention to detail. Julie made a cushion to match. Thanks Julie
There may be an increasing trend to arrange these home funerals as the costs
involved professionally are becoming very high. Greg has found a lot of
encouragement from some quarters of the public service in arranging this type of
funeral service. In fact the hospital are actively changing their procedures to cope
with such funeral arrangements.
Whilst some of our members may view this project as a commercial enterprise it
was undertaken as a community service to honour a person well respected in the
community who devoted a lifetime of service to that community. The BRWG did the
project and the family has made a donation to the Guild, thus keeping faith with
Joyce's wishes that the money stays in the Range community.
From the members who worked on this project, it was indeed a very satisfying
woodcraft project. I know I have never made a coﬃn; now we have.
To Greg and his family, on behalf of the BRWG, we pass on our sincere sympathies
for the loss of his wife and their mother, Joyce Newton OAM. Our thoughts will be
with and your family.
John Muller
Project Co-ordinator

Timber Tales

by Bruce Chapman

We now have six additional drying racks thanks to Michael's welding and plenty
of room to place them with the back area now levelled.
The kiln is not due to be emptied until the end of the month. The load is mostly
camphor with some quandong, silky and a small amount of black bean and
jacaranda. This timber will not be available until mid November.
The bulk of timber to be milled is still our mainstays of camphor and silky oak but
we are still getting a small amount of variety coming in.
We have recently milled silver ash, beech and quandong.

Did you know ???
Good quality evidence supports the use of exercise for the promotion of
cognitive brain health in older adults.
Exercising for at least 52 hours in sessions lasting approximately an hour is
associated with improved cognitive performance in older adults with and
without cognitive impairment.
In order to achieve the exercise dose above, individuals can participate in
aerobic, resistance (strength) training, mind–body exercises, or combinations
of these interventions.
Improvements in processing speed / attention, executive function, and global
cognition are most stable and consistently associated with exercise
participation.

Who’s Who in BRWG Inc 2018 - 2019
Patrons - Andrew Powell MP, Cr Jenny McKay SCRC
President

Rob OTTO

0407 466 260

Vice President

Greg McCOSKER

0418 746 420

Secretary

Don LEAR

0437 533 561

Asst Secretary

Graham BEAUMONT

Treasurer

Catriona CHALK

Asst Treasurer

Julie BREEN

Newsletter Editor

Greg McCOSKER

Website Manager

David EDMOND

Publicity Oﬃcers

John ANDREWS & Hamish BORTHWICK

Recruitment Oﬃcers

Sarah ODGERS, John MULLER, Dave BANISTER, Julie
BREEN & Keith MUIRHEAD

Training / Demo
Oﬃcers

Rob OTTO

Safety Oﬃcers

Rick VICKERS & Trevor JORGENSEN

Welfare Oﬃcers

Julie BREEN & Keiran SIMPSON

Events Organiser

Rick VICKERS

Shed Managers

Terry O’CONNOR & Michael BROSNAN

Providor

Hamish BORTHWICK

Purchasing Oﬃcer

Keith MUIRHEAD

0417 778 918

0409 050 418

Projects Oﬃcer
Librarian

Max BARRENGER

Social Media

Sarah ODGERS & Micheal BROSNAN

Timber Management

Bruce CHAPMAN, Ron DONALD, John MULLER & Steve
SQUIRES,

MVA Sportsground
Committee
Representatives

John MULLER & Hamish BORTHWICK

Monday

General Activities

Tuesday

Turning & Carving

Wednesday

General Workshop & Toys

Thursday

Furniture & Joinery

Friday

General Activities

Saturday

General Act. & Demo's

Shed Captain Roster - November 2018
Monday

5

Brian Harris

Tuesday

6

Greg McCosker

Wednesday

7

AM Max Barrenger

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

John Drewe

2

Michael
Brosnan

3

8

Kevin Devlin

9

Hamish B/wick

10

Graham
Beaumont

15

Dick Graves

16

Dave Edmond

17

Warne Wilson

22

Ray Bryant

23

Michael
Brosnan

24

Don Lear

29

John Drewe

30

Hamish B/wick

PM Warne Wilson

12

John Muller

19

Lionel Tilley

13

John Muller

20

Bruce Chapman

14
21

AM Ron Fishwick
PM Terry O’Connor
AM Rob Otto
PM Keith Carter

26

Dave Banister

27

Dave Southern

28

AM Leigh Boynton
PM Warne Wilson

Keith Muirhead

1

Shed Captain Roster - December 2018
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

31
3

Saturday

1
Brian Harris

4

Greg McCosker

5

AM Max Barrenger

6

Kevin Devlin

7

Dave Edmond

8

13

Dick Graves

14

Michael
Brosnan

15

20

Ray Bryant

21

Hamish B/wick

22

PM Terry O’Connor

10

John Muller

11

John Muller

18

Bruce Chapman

12

AM Rob Otto
PM Keith Carter

17

Lionel Tilley

19

AM Leigh Boynton
PM Warne Wilson

24

Dave Banister

25

XMAS DAY

26

27

28

29

Keith Muirhead
Graham
Beaumont
Warne Wilson

Don Lear

